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Innovative Solutions. Enduring Principles. 

        Briefing 
 
 

 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act changed the rules with respect to expenses for purchasing 
over-the-counter drugs and medicines (OTC Drugs).  While this specific provision went into effect on 
January 1, 2011 for all health insurance plans, updated guidance has already been issued related to the use of 
debit cards.  

On December 23, 2010, the Internal Revenue Service issued IRS Notice 2011-5 which detailed the 
permitted use of FSA and HRA debit cards.   

DEBIT CARD USE THROUGH JANUARY 15, 2011 

Participants may continue to use debit cards to purchase OTC Drugs without concern about an IRS 
challenge to the substantiation requirements. 

DEBIT CARD USE AFTER JANUARY 15, 2011 

Under the new guidance, FSA and HRA debit cards can continue to be used to purchase OTC Drugs at 
drug stores and pharmacies, at non-health care merchants that have pharmacies and at mail order and web-
based vendors that sell prescription drugs and will be considered fully substantiated at the time of point-of-
sale, under the following conditions:  

 Prior to purchase, (i) the prescription for the OTC Drug is presented (in any format) to the 
pharmacist; (ii) the OTC Drug is dispensed by the pharmacist in accordance with applicable law and 
regulations pertaining to the practice of pharmacy; and(iii)  an Rx number is assigned; 

 The pharmacy or other vendor must retain a record of the Rx number, the name of the purchaser 
(or name of the person for whom the prescription applies), and the date and amount of the 
purchase in a manner that meets IRS recordkeeping requirements; 

 All of these records are available to the employer or its agent upon request; 

 The debit card system will not accept a charge for an OTC Drug unless an Rx number has been 
assigned; and 

 The other IRS requirements for the use of debit cards continue to be satisfied. 

FSA and HRA debit cards may also continue to be used from other vendors who have health care related 
Merchant Codes and will also be considered fully substantiated at the time of point-of-sale, under the 
following conditions: 
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 The vendor must retain a record of the name of the purchaser (or name of the person for whom the 
prescription applies), and the date and amount of the purchase in a manner that meets IRS 
recordkeeping requirements; 

 All of these records are available to the employer or its agent upon request; and 

 The other requirements for the use of debit cards continue to be satisfied. 

For providers and merchants, other than those described above, FSA and HRA debit cards may not be used 
to purchase OTC Drugs after January 15, 2011. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

The IRS issued guidance regarding OTC Drugs in the form of frequently asked questions (FAQs) on its 
Web site.  These FAQs are available at the following link: 

http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0,,id=227308,00.html  

More information on this topic is covered in our August and September Briefings which are located at the 
following links: 

August 2010 Briefing: 
http://www.keenan.com/news/brief/2010/BRF_20100809_HCR-HFSA_KA.pdf 

September 2010 Briefing: 
 http://www.keenan.com/news/brief/2010/BRF_20100914_IRS-FSAReimbursement_KA.pdf. 
 
Keenan has been closely monitoring new requirements resulting from the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act, and we will continue to provide updates as regulations are proposed or implemented.  Please 
check Keenan’s Health Care Reform Resource Page at http://www.keenan.com/hcr.asp for up-to-date 
information regarding this Briefing topic, as well as other critical Health Care Reform issues. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keenan & Associates is not a law firm and no opinion, suggestion, or recommendation of the firm or its employees shall 
constitute legal advice.  Clients are advised to consult with their own attorney for a determination of their legal rights, 
responsibilities and liabilities, including the interpretation of any statute or regulation, or its application to the clients’ business 
activities. 


